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Abstract: This paper presents a new direction of research in user experiences and
cognitive science. The problem addressed is drawing on results from different
disciplines: psychology, brain and cognitive sciences, physics, and interaction design.
As main objective we plan the empirical validation of the claim: Cultural computing as
enabling technology for social transformations. Cultural computing is based on a form
of cultural translation that uses scientific methods to capture and represent essential
aspects of a particular culture. Cultural computing will enable particular cognitive and
emotional responses from users as reflections on and of their inner, subliminal
consciousness. Cultural computing is not only integrating cultural aspects into the
interaction but also allowing the user to experience an interaction that is closely related
to the core aspects of his/her own culture. As such it is important to understand one's
cultural determinants and how to render them during the interaction. We will address
individually and collectively the cultural determinants of the Western culture. Based on
the given narrative ‘Alice Adventures in Wonderland’ we have already built the first
demo version and plan to build an optimized version of a mixed reality installation to
provide and investigate cultural user experiences. To address the research questions we
propose three main research lines: (1) designing a mixed reality environment to provide
certain unconscious user experiences; (2) inducing and measuring the changes in the
individual’s unconscious knowledge structure; and (3) empirical validation of a
fundamentally new synchronization mechanism for sharing individual changes
collectively. We hypothesize that there eventually exists an interconnecting knowledge
field at the foundation of reality that conserves and conveys information collectively.
This knowledge field looks like a possible candidate for a required ‘supra-natural’
memory for cultural knowledge to tap into for social transformations.
Keywords: cultural computing, mixed reality, social transformation, user experience,
unconsciousness

Introduction
This paper presents a new direction of research in user experiences and cognitive science [1].
The problem addressed is drawing on results from different disciplines: psychology, brain
and cognitive sciences, physics, and interaction design [2]. The main objective is the
empirical validation of the claim: Cultural computing as enabling technology for social

transformations [3]. Cultural computing is based on a form of cultural translation that uses
scientific methods to capture and represent essential aspects of a culture. Cultural computing
will enable particular cognitive and emotional responses from users as reflections on and of
their inner, subliminal consciousness [4]. Cultural computing is not only integrating cultural
aspects into the interaction but also allowing the user to experience an interaction that is
closely related to the core aspects of his/her own culture [5]. Hence it is important to
understand one's cultural determinants and how to render them during the interaction [6].
For the Japanese culture the existing ZENetic computer [7] is an innovative tabletop
application to address cultural computing in the East (see also [8]). ZENetic computer
“brings a kind of ‘awakening’ within users' ‘information selves,’ and strives to stimulate
their unconscious imagination. As the system ‘classifies’ the user's personality based on the
composition of her sansui landscape design, it generates a story for the user, drawing her into
an alternate world through the display” [9]. The following three main research lines can be
foreseen to address our main research questions: (1) How to design a mixed reality (MR)
environment to provide certain unconscious user experiences for Westerners [10-12]; (2)
how to induce and measure the changes in the individual’s unconscious knowledge structure
due to these unusual experiences triggered by cultural computing [13]; and (3) which
synchronization mechanism exist to share these individual changes collectively? [14-15]

Designing a mixed reality environment for subconscious user experiences
Assuming the intended individual unconscious effects might be small [16-17] we have to
achieve a maximum in user immersion/presence and therefore a high impact on the user’s
unconscious knowledge structure. The amount of user’s immersion is influenced by several
factors: the amount of sensory involvement [18], the richness of the narrative [19], amount of
engagement through action [20], and perceived realism of the situation engaged [21]. Hence
a MR installation is the best choice for an experimental test bed. MR installations are close to
a realistic environment, provides sufficient experimental control and a maximum of user
engagement through physical actions. But which narrative as design concept for such MR is
most appropriate? The narrative should touch on deep cultural dimensions, should be widely
accepted, and should provide unusual user experiences. After rigorous selection the narrative
of ‘Alice adventures in wonderland’ [22] was chosen. Several scenes of this narrative are
already partially realized in the ALICE installation at TU/e [23]. This MR installation is 10
meter wide, 10 meter deep and 7 meter high. Inside this cube are following stages foreseen:
(stage-1) in the park (investigating the relationship of boredom/curiosity and behavior [24]),
(stage-2) down the rabbit hole (investigating the cognitive mechanisms for perceived
movement), (3) 5-side virtual reality cave with ‘eat me’ and ‘drink me’ (investigating the
cognitive mechanisms for self-perceived body size and body image [18, 25]), (4) pool of
tears (investigating the effects of ‘water’ on emotions), (5) encounter with caterpillar
(investigating the self-concept and ego [26]), and (6) discussion with Cheshire cat
(investigating the relation between logic and emotion [27]). So far the achieved state of our

MR installation was sufficient for demonstrations and small experiments, but a full
experience over all stages for experiments still needs developments in technology and
measurement procedures.

Measuring user’s effects on his/her unconscious knowledge
Recent investigation in cognitive psychology of consciousness and unconsciousness are
promising. Most of the brain’s energy consumption is not used for processing responses to
external stimuli; but what is this brain energy then for? [28-29]. One possible answer is for
subconscious information processing to forcast the future. Dijksterhuis, Bos, Nordgren, and
van Baaren [29-30] could show the advantages of the unconscious information processing,
and therefore they open a door to a new view on the relationship towards unconsciousness
[31-33]. The possible effects of extreme user experiences on their cognitive structure can be
addressed as follows: (1) through psychological measures (e.g. Implicit Association Test,
[34]), (2) through unobtrusive observation via cameras of user’s shown behaviour (incl.
facial expressions [35]), (3) through physiological sensors on the human body or in the
neighbourhood [36-37], and (4) measuring emotionally influenced quantum effects through
dedicated hardware (i.e. Random Event Generator - REG [38-39]). The Global
Consciousness Project [40-42] builds on astonishing experiments conducted over the past
years, demonstrating that human consciousness interacts with REGs, so that they produce
non-random patterns. For measuring unconsious processes, it is ultimately important not to
affect the person under test by the infringement of observing hardware. Therefore, we would
like to implement the system with option (4) rather than option (3).
The Implicit Association Test (IAT) focuses only on the implicit (unconscious) part of
cognition [34, 43]. The IAT measures differential (unconscious) association of two target
concepts with an attribute. The two concepts appear in a binary choice task (e.g., self vs.
others names), and the attribute in a second task (e.g., pleasant vs. unpleasant words for an
evaluation attribute). When instructions oblige highly associated categories (e.g., self +
pleasant) to share a response key, performance is faster than when less associated categories
(e.g., others + pleasant) share a key. This response time performance difference implicitly
measures differential association of the two concepts with the attribute. We used already the
IAT version that especially measures self-concept [26]. The IAT seems to be a useful
measure for the effects of unconscious experiences.
One of the research questions is to which extent humans can unconsciously process
semantically rich information [33, 44]. Although the state of art is controversial, we assume
that in rich settings (see R1) unconscious processing takes place. The challeng is how to
measure these cognitive processes in an unobtrusive manner, e.g. compared to fMRI scans
[17, 45]; portable Electroencephalography (EEG) and Random Event Generator (REG)
might be an option.

Three different REGs are used 1 . The REG electronics produces ‘white noise’ based on
completely unpredictable quantum fluctuations. PEAR-REG is based on Johnson noise
(extremely low-level fluctuations in electron flow in a resistor due to thermal influences). It
has a built-in logic transformation (XOR) of every other bit from 1 to 0 or vice versa for
eliminating any bias of the mean output of the device. The MICRO-REG utilizes on the
Field-Effect Transistor for the ‘white noise’. The ORION-REG uses two diodes which
independently produce a random bitstream each. Nelson et al. [39] found empirical evidence
for a replicable effect on data from a global network of REGs that is correlated with
designated periods of intense collective human activity or engagement (e.g. September 11,
2001), but not with any other physical sources of influence.

Investigation of synchronization mechanism for disseminating changes
If we acknowledge that people’s individual norms may deviate from an established collective
norm, than we should identify a way to address these relationships [46]. Culture can only
exist on the collective level, beyond the individual. The cultural determinates are mainly
unconscious [12]: Culture is always ambient to individuals as carrier of cultural knowledge
and collective as a synchronisation mechanism for the behaviour of these individuals. The
following metaphor helps to describe this double nature of culture: ‘the drop is in the ocean,
but the ocean is in the drop as well’. Jung [47] has seen this with remarkable clarity and
provides a framework to describe the knowledge structure of the collective unconsciousness.
But what might this ‘collective unconscious’ be? A possible answer can be drawn from
quantum physics.
Quantum physics describes the properties of matter and energy at near atomic scale [17]:
(1) Quantum coherence (individual particles yield identity to a collective, unifying wave
function). (2) Non-local quantum entanglement (spatially separated particle states are
nonetheless connected or related [48-50]). (3) Quantum superposition (particles exist in two
or more states or locations simultaneously). (4) Quantum state reduction or ‘collapse of the
wave function’ (super positioned particles reduce or collapse to specific choices) [51]. Of
particular interest is the non-local quantum entanglement that shows there might be an
interconnecting layer in nature, beyond the forces we are familiar with [50]. Information
might be stored in some yet unknown way, and we might tap into this knowledge field, or
exchange information with other minds, if the necessary conditions of ‘sympathetic
resonance’ exist (see also the ‘morphic resonance’ concept of Sheldrake [52], and the Global
Conscious Project [39]). Now the remaining question is how can a cognitive system interact
with such kind of knowledge field? [53].
The Penrose–Hameroff ‘OrchOR’ model portrays consciousness as quantum computation
in microtubules which collapse or reduce by an objective factor related to quantum gravity.
Penrose [54-55] proposed a quantum gravity mechanism that following periods of
1
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preconscious quantum computation tubulin super-positions self-collapse at an objective
threshold. During classical phases protein connections associated with microtubules provide
input. The basic ideas are [56, p. 160-161]: (1) Conformational states of individual tubulins
within neuronal microtubules are determined by quantum mechanical London forces within
the tubulin interiors which can induce conformational quantum superposition; (2) in
superposition tubulins ‘communicate’ with entangled tubulins in the same microtubule, and
in other microtubules in the same neuron; (3) quantum states in microtubules in any given
neuron may extend to microtubules in neighboring neurons, and through macroscopic
regions of brain via tunneling through gap junctions; (4) quantum states of tubulin, resp.
microtubules are isolated/protected from environmental decoherence by biological
mechanisms which include phases of actin gelation, ordered water, coherent pumping and
topological quantum error correction; (5) microtubule quantum computations, resp. superpositions are tuned or ‘orchestrated’ (Orch) by microtubule-associated proteins during a
classical, liquid phase which with a quantum, solid state phase; (6) following periods of preconscious quantum computation (e.g. on the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds)
tubulin superpositions reduce or collapse by Penrose quantum gravity ‘objective reduction’
(OR). The classical output states which result from the OR process are chosen nonalgorithmically (‘non-computably’) and then govern neurophysiologic events by binding of
microtubule-associated proteins, regulating synapses and membrane functions etc.; (7) the
reduction or ‘self-collapse’ in the orchestrated objective reduction ‘OrchOR’ model is
suggested to be a ‘conscious moment’, (see Penrose’s quantum gravity mechanism which
ties the process to fundamental space-time geometry). According OrchOR model [57],
quantum computation occurs in microtubules inside neurons. In the OrchOR model
microtubules exist transiently in quantum superposition of two or more conformational
states. Each OrchOR quantum computation determines classical output states of tubulin to
establish starting conditions for the next conscious event [57-59].
We hypothesize that there eventually exists an interconnecting knowledge field at the
foundation of our quantum reality that conserves and conveys information collectively. This
knowledge field looks like a possible candidate for a required ‘supra-natural’ memory for
cultural knowledge to tap into for social transformations [60].
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